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The best support for your AV & IT

Desk mounts
Neomounts introduces a wide range of new static and 
gas spring desk mounts to complement the assortment 
even further. Elevate your workspace with the stylish, 
high quality NEXT | Lite, NEXT | Core and NEXT | One 
models that will transcend your expectations. The desk 
mounts offer a solution for all screen sizes, fl at and 
curved, up to 49″. All models feature black VESA plates 
for stylish integration with the screen and have 100% 
plastic free packaging. The newest addition to the series 
is the NEXT | Slim line, for screens up to 35″ and features 
single and dual screen gas spring mounts with topfi x 
clamp/grommet for easy installation.

Wall mounts
A completely new line wall mounts is added to the LEVEL
wall mount series. Compatible with screens up to 98″,
the 750-series mounts are specifically designed for 
professional installers and are focused on quick & easy
installation. The models feature a sturdy high-profi le 
wall plate for secure and fl at mounting, despite uneven 
wall surfaces. Next to these new models, various mounts
from the successful LEVEL | 850 series are shown, as
well as the heavy-duty 950 wall mounts that can sup-
port screens up to 110″ and 125 kg and are available in
both fi xed, tiltable and full motion versions. All mounts 
are designed for fast and easy installation, featuring a 
magnetic pull & release system and spirit level.

Tablet & laptop stands
A variety of universal tablet and laptop mounting solu-
tions is presented. For 4,7-12,9″ tablets, several stand 
and clamp solutions are shown. For laptops up to 22″, 
compact, foldable models are presented. Due to their 
compact and lightweight design, these laptop stands 
are easy to take with you. Both the tablet and laptop 
mounts are versatile in use and contribute to creating 
the most comfortable and ergonomic viewing and/or 
working position.

The ongoing pursuit of emerging trends and the constant innovation in developing new solutions have 
resulted in an extensive array of new products across all main product categories.

Floor stands & trolleys
Various new collaboration solutions, ideal for offices, 
education and public areas, are introduced. Discover 
all about the MOVE | Go, MOVE | Up and MOVE | Lift 
trolleys and fl oor stands, that offer a great solution 
for screens up to even 110″ and a maximum weight 
capacity of 125 kg. Both manual and motorised
models are available in the MOVE series, as well as a 
motorised wall model. Additionally, a very practical 
universal videobar kit is added to the assortment. 
The versatile AV2-500 is compatible with various 
PTZ cams and soundbars, and most videobar types, 
including the Logitech Rally Bar series. For maximum 
adaptability, both the videobar support and the back-
plate brackets can be independently adjusted in height.

Pillar mounts
The innovative pillar mounts provide a convenient 
solution for securely installing fl at screens onto columns 
without compromising the structure. These mounts 
accommodate cylindrical, square, and rectangular pillars 
with a diameter ranging from 25 to 100 cm. Ensure 
enhanced security by safeguarding your screens with 
the anti-theft screw or a padlock. Effortless installation
is guaranteed with the ratchet clamp, while customizable 
bracket height and level adjustment ensure the perfect 
installation every time.

More products
Neomounts offers, in addition to the products presented 
during ISE 2024, a complete assortment of high-quality
mounting solutions, including ceiling mounts, video-
wall and pillar mounts. Also dedicated solutions for e.g.
healthcare are available. The comprehensive assortment
of mounting products offers a suitable solution for any 
situation. Our mission is that you always experience the
best and most comfortable viewing position while using
your device. 

Product overview

DS70S-950WH1 Single monitor, 17-49″
DS70S-950WH2 Dual monitor, 17-35″ (2x) 
DS65S-950WH2 Dual monitor, 24-34″ (2x) 
DS75S-950WH2 Dual monitor, 17-27″ (2x) 
DS60-425WH1 Single monitor, 17-27″ 
DS60-425WH2 Dual monitor, 17-27″ (2x) 
DS70PLUS-450WH1 Single monitor, 17-49″ 
DS75-450WH2 Dual monitor, 17-32″ (2x) 
DS70-250WH1 Single monitor, 17-35″ 
DS70-250WH2 Dual monitor, 17-32″ (2x) 

NSLS100 Foldable, 10-22″
NSLS010 Foldable, 11-17″  
NSLS085BLACK Foldable, 10-17″
DS20-740BL1 Foldable, 11-15″

DS15-545BL1 Clamp, 4,7-12,9″ 
DS15-625BL1 Stand, 7,9-11″ 
DS15-540BL1 Stand, 4,7-12,9″

WL30-750BL14 Fixed, 32-65″ 
WL30-750BL16 Fixed, 40-82″  
WL30-750BL18 Fixed, 43-98″  
WL35-750BL14 Tilt, 32-65″  
WL35-750BL16 Tilt, 40-82″  
WL35-750BL18 Tilt, 43-98″  
WL30-750BL18P Fixed, 43-98″, portrait 
WL30S-950BL19 Fixed, 55-110″, heavy-duty 
WL35S-950BL19 Tilt, 55-110″, heavy-duty 
WL40S-950BL18 Full motion, 55-110″, heavy-duty 
WL30S-850BL12 Fixed, 24-55″  
WL30S-850BL14 Fixed, 32-65″ 
WL30S-850BL16 Fixed, 40-82″ 
WL35S-850BL12 Tilt, 24-55″  
WL35S-850BL14 Tilt, 32-65″  
WL35S-850BL16 Tilt, 40-82″  
WL40S-850BL14 Full motion, 32-65″ 
WL40S-850BL16 Full motion, 40-70″
WL55-875WH1 Motorised, 55-100″ 
  We rise by lifting others

These additions serve to complement and enhance the existing assortment available and answer new 
market needs and trends.

FL55-875WH1 Mobile/motorised, 55-100″ 
FL50-525WH1 Mobile/manual, 55-86″ 
FL50-575WH1 Mobile/manual, 75-110″
FL50S-825BL1 Mobile/manual, 37-75″ 
FL45S-825BL1 Fixed/manual, 37-75″

WL30S-910BL16 Fixed, 40-75″, Ø25-100
WL35S-910BL16 Tilt, 40-75″, Ø25-100 
WL40S-910BL16 Full motion, 40-75″, Ø25-100

AWL75-450WH Wall adapter 
ADM-875WH2 Dual screen adapter  
AV2-500BL1 Universal videobar kit  
AV2-500WH1 Universal videobar kit 
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Neomounts offers the most comprehensive, up-to-date assortment of more than 600 high-quality mounting solutions, 
according to the latest trends in the AV and IT market. 

The products in the assortment of Neomounts are designed with an eye for detail, quality, value for money and ease of 
installation. Our mission is that you always experience the best viewing and working position, resulting in optimal posture 
and maximum comfort whilst using your screen.

With over 25 years of experience, Neomounts offers the best mounting solutions for you and your customers. The products 
are available worldwide through an extensive network of distributors and resellers in the Offi ce, IT and AV channels. 

We offer the best support for your business with:

> Local sales support
> Special bid price support for large projects
> Demo units
> Fast delivery
> 5 year standard warranty
> 10 year warranty NEXT | One

We rise by lifting others

About Neomounts

Questions? Don’t hesitate to contact us on telephone number 
+31(0)23-5478888 or email sales@neomounts.com.

www.neomounts.com

Neomounts is part of the Global Mounts Group; a partnership 
of Neomounts and B-Tech AV Mounts with the most extensive 
portfolio and worldwide distribution. 

www.globalmountsgroup.com
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